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Introduction
It was pleasing to note that it was evident many centres had accessed the numerous
channels of information available via the Pearson/Edexcel website and from feedback and
training sessions provided to prepare the candidates.
The multiple choice questions were successfully answered by the vast majority of
candidates. The "outline" questions, where a point needs to be identified and then
developed for the second mark, were similarly well answered. The same can be said for
the 2 mark "define" or "what is meant by" questions, although some candidates did not
fully understand the terms. The "state" questions follow in the same vein in that candidates
tended to score full marks or otherwise much fewer marks owing to candidates' lack of
specific knowledge.
The 3 mark explain questions need to have a relevant point/effect etc. identified and
then 2 linked developed points. Where there is a stem i.e. written evidence/background
information provided, the candidate's response must be contextualised. Far too often it
was not and, despite there being one point identified and two linked developed points, the
candidate could only score 2 marks. The context is there to be used in the response and
far too many candidates are failing to use it. The "describe" question for 4 marks allows
candidates a variety of ways to access all the marks. It could be one reason etc. with three
developed points in context. However, it is highlighted in the mark scheme, there could be
two reasons etc. identified with one developed point or a definition and point(s) with or
without development.
Questions 4(d) and 7 are choice questions with marks awarded in levels. A choice has to
be made, justified with developed analysis i.e. to show the advantages and then balance to
that choice i.e. the disadvantages. For the highest marks the response must be in context.
Again, this proved to be a weakness for most candidatess. Many candidates, for example in
Question 4(d), said "interest rates" and then provided valid analysis. Then in an attempt to
provide balance used the "it depends" rule, but just said "it depends on how high the rise is"
and did not develop the point at all.
The "assess" questions 8(b) and 11 followed the same pattern i.e. lacked contextualisation
and, consequently, candidates again did not maximise their potential.
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Question 1 (b)
This question was clearly understood and answered well.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified one method "bulk buy" (1 mark) and
developed it "reduce costs" (1 mark) as the development point.
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Examiner Comments

Here the candidate has provided two methods. Both are assessed to
arrive at a mark. "Use economies of scale" (1 mark) is the method,
"lower production costs" is the development/consequence (1 mark).
"Lower the price" (1 mark) is the method, "more people buy the
product" (1 mark) for development. The candidate has penalised
his/herself by writing too much. Only 2 marks can be awarded.
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Question 1 (c)
The concept of cash flow was well understood by the vast majority of candidates.

Examiner Comments

This candidate's response clearly states "money that
comes in" (1 mark) and "money that goes out" (1 mark).

Examiner Comments

There is no clear identification of any flow, either in or out.
However, the candidate has written of the "path" made
by money, thus intimating a flow. This is an example of
where the response suggests that the candidate has some
understanding of the term.
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Question 1 (d)
Despite the vast majority of candidates knowing what cash flow is, a disappointingly small
number could apply the concept of "poor cash flow on a business". Quite often there was
confusion between "cash flow" and "profit".

Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified an effect - "isn't enough money to pay
off costs and expenses" (1 mark), but the development is not a
clearly linked strand following the reason. There is no explanation/link
as to why "production falls". Therefore this response merits 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

In this response there is an effect identified - "being in debt" (1 mark).
This leads on to a consequence - "not have a lot of money to pay their
employees" (1 mark) and a further linked consequence - "they will not work
for the business etc." (1 mark). Therefore, this response merits 3 marks.
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Question 2 (b)
Most candidates cited the lack of substitutes/alternatives or necessity and linked to price as
the development point. Some said it was a necessity and linked it to cooking/heating which
was NOT a valid point of development.

Examiner Comments

The reason highlighted is that gas is a "necessity for many
people" (1 mark) and the development/consequence is
"demand should not fall even if price increases" (1 mark)

Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified a reason "necessity"
(1 mark) but the development refers to why it is
a necessity and adds nothing as to why it is price
insensitive. Therefore, this response merits 1 mark.
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Question 2 (c)
Generally well answered with the effect identified, but too often with only one consequence/
development point made.

Examiner Comments

An effect has been identified - "less likely to spend
money on other luxuries" (1 mark), but the explanation "negative impact on the economy" does not follow from the
effect identified. Therefore, this candidate scores 1 mark.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified the effect - "less disposable income"
(1 mark), has shown a consequence - "lower standard of living" (1
mark) and a further consequence in context - "afford luxuries like
TVs etc." (1 mark). Therefore, the candidate scores 3 marks.
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Question 2 (d)
This was a question which many candidates found challenging. This may be an area of the
specification that is more difficult to understand. Too many responses were with regard
to competition and not the Competition Authorities and there were several responses that
talked of Brirish Gas.

Examiner Comments

The candidate, in the first part of the response, has
merely repeated the question, but the last sentence has
merit; "they would have to see if the rise was necessary"
is a reason why the Competition Authorities might launch
an investigation (1 mark) and "as it would have a big
effect on many consumers" is a development of the first
point (1 mark). Therefore, this candidate scores 2 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The first sentence has a description of a Competition Authority (1 mark).
The second sentence has "not acting in the interests of customers"
(1 mark) and expands this in context with "large market power" and
"difficulty of switching to alternate suppliers" (1 mark). Additionally,
the last sentence "prevent the increase if etc." merits 1 mark. However,
there are only 4 marks available and this is what the candidate scores.
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Question 3 (b)
Candidates were generally aware of ways of measuring the standard of living, but there was
a distinct lack of specificity from some candidates.

Examiner Comments

Poverty levels is acceptable as a reason; we do not
need to have candidates mention those in absolute or
relative poverty, although it would have been nice!
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Question 3 (c)
This was a well answered question, although it was surprising how many candidates
wrote about inflation, unemployment and exchange rates, amongst other things.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified "air pollution" (1 mark) and
provided a reason/point of explanation "as more people will
have cars" (1 mark). The remainder of the response from
"industry" to the end is the same negative externality with
development, but this has no link to the previous statement.
The word "also" is very often the precursor to a separate,
unlinked statement. Therefore, the candidate scores 2 marks.
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Question 3 (d)
It was surprising how the Single European Market was misunderstood by many candidates.
Several wrote at length on the euro and several substituted "fair trade" for "free trade".
Candidates could benefit from revisiting this area of the specification.

Examiner Comments

The one way identified is "free trade" (1 mark) and there is
development in context - "more exports etc." (1 mark). This
then leads to "increased GDP" (1 mark) and the candidate
then develops this in the last sentence "more money to spend
on goods/services". Therefore, the candidate scores 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has confused "fair trade" for "free trade" and has,
consequently, not answered the question. No marks could be awarded.
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Question 4 (b)
Generally well answered, but some simple errors made that could have been rectified if
answers were reviewed when candidates completed their papers.

Examiner Comments

Both answers are incorrect as they would lead to lower
spending and, therefore, less pressure on price rises.

Examiner Comments

Both answers are correct as they both relate to supply.
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Question 4 (c)
This was a well answered question, but many candidates did not write in the context of
Waitrose/supermarkets.

Examiner Comments

The effect, as is often the case, is not immediately identified
and is found in the last sentence - "Waitrose gets less profit"
(1 mark). There are 3 other relevant causes/consequences/
reasons that build on the effect in the Waitrose/supermarket
context i.e. more expensive due to their quality", "luxury
goods" etc. Therefore, the candidate scores 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified a consequence of inflation on Waitrose
- "less sales". No merit is given for "marketing mix strategy etc",
although if the candidate had identified "price", the effect would
have been identified. Therefore, the candidate scores 1 mark.
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Question 4 (d)
This question was generally well answered. Candidates understood the impact of higher/
lower interest rates/taxation. Unfortunately, not all candidates linked this to economic
activity, which is what the question was asking. Several candidates used the "it depends"
rule, but just said "it depends on the size of the interest rates" and added no further
development as to why.

Examiner Comments

A judgement is made in the last sentence "interest rates". The candidate
has shown the benefit of lower interest rates "easier to borrow money" and
consequence in context "able to buy property", so the response is at level
2, 3 marks. There is a further consequence - "jobs would be created" and
with "more money being earned", again, is clearly in context. Therefore,
as it stands, 4 marks are merited. The second paragraph follows the same
analytical development as the first and, by itself, would merit 4 marks, but
candidates need to make a judgement and justify it i.e. why and then to
provide balance to access level 3. The balance provided is brief, but relevant
- "less money to pay in subsidies", therefore, this moves the response into
level 3, but only scores 5 as the balance/negative/downside is limited.
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Examiner Comments

In the first sentence "lowering taxation" a judgement has been
made. There is simple support/development. The paragraph on
interest rates is a judgement and the development is merely more
judgement/opinion. The last sentence "taxation" is a judgement.
Therefore, there is a lot of judgement with some simple development.
This corresponds to the level 1 descriptor and is awarded 2 marks.
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Question 5 (a)
This was a question that was answered well with many candidates citing economies of scale
and market power as benefits. However, despite the context of computers/software provided
in the stem, few candidates accessed the full 4 marks.

Examiner Comments

"Profit" (1 mark) is allowed as a benefit. There is a reason given "better
quality etc." and a consequence in context - "more customers to buy
their computers" (1 mark). There is a second point made re: profits, but
this is not linked to the first. Therefore, the candidate scores 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

"Increased market power" is a benefit (1 mark). There are more
than 3 linked statements - "influence suppliers", "charge lower
prices", "increase sales", "increase in profits", but this could apply
to any other large firm e.g. Waitrose, Ford, Cadbury and, because
there is no computer/software context, only 2 marks are awarded
for the explanation. Overall, the candidate scores 3 marks.
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Question 5 (b)
This proved to be a challenging question for many candidates and surprisingly so. Not only
was there the lack of context, but, also, many candidates did not know any valid drawbacks
and this might need addressing in the future.

Examiner Comments

No mark is awarded for the drawback; the explanation is not valid
as it does not relate to HP. Therefore, the candidate scores 0 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The drawback is "big risk" (1 mark). In the explanation
"£7billion" is a reason in context (1 mark); "not able to adapt"
is a consequence (1 mark) and "end in bankruptcy" is a further
consequence (1 mark). Therefore, the candidate scores 4 marks.
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Question 6
Several candidates failed to realise that the "effect on Bob Lesh" was expected. Too many
candidates wrote of the effects on the company either Autonomy or Hewlett-Packard.

Examiner Comments

The effect is "risk of redundancy" (1 mark); "HP....keeping old
workers" is a reason in context (1 mark); "dramatic fall in income" is
a consequence (1 mark); "fall in living standards" is a further, linked
consequence (1 mark). Therefore, the candidate scores 4 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The effect is "redundancy" (1 mark); there are more
than 3 linked strands to the explanation, but there is
no context, so, overall, the candidate scores 3 marks.
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Question 7
This was a question where all candidates had a lot to say, but responses could have been
improved if the computer/software context had been provided and, also, if candidates
had been more specific as to how "changing the marketing mix" might help. Many
candidates said that sales would increase which is fine, but they did not say how e.g.
by lowering price. It was just the generic "change the marketing mix" and not what
specific aspect of it. What was very worrying was the number of candidates who regarded
"Research" as being "market research" i.e. finding "customer" opinions. If candidates did
write about research in this vein, very few correctly highlighted seeing what competitors
had done as valid research. Fortunately, the majority wrote of "R & D" as new products,
but only a few candidates used the opportunity within the context to write about "Apple"
products for example.

Examiner Comments

A judgement is made to select "the marketing mix" and is developed to show
how the business might grow. The section starting "however" gives balance. The
development of the marketing mix pushes the response into level 2 and with
the balance and judgement i.e. in the last paragraph "best effect" - "more R & D
solely". Therefore, the candidate moves to the top of Level 2 and scores 5 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The response has a judgement made, developed analysis in
context re: R & D. The balance is limited in comparison, but
given the constraints that candidates operate under, clearly
meets the criteria for level 3 and is awarded the full 8 marks.
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Question 8 (a)
Too often candidates wrote of business in the singular and, consequently often did not move
beyond 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

An excellent example that has both strands identified.

Examiner Comments

An example of an imperfect definition.
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Question 8 (b)
This proved to be a challenging question with candidates being able to write at length
about pressure groups, but far less on their effect on big business and the exploitation of
stakeholder groups by big business as demanded in the question.

Examiner Comments

A very promising opening sentence "to some extent etc".  We have context
"trade unions", "BA" and two factors "forced to ground....planes" and "pay
back customers" and in the next sentence "leads to higher costs" and "reduced
profitability". This clearly puts the response into level 2, but only with 4 marks
as, at the moment, there is no balance. From "However the success......public
opinion", there is balance and, at this point, the response merits 5 marks. We
then have further balance with excellent context which clearly meets the level
3 criteria. The conclusion is excellent and the response merits the full 8 marks.
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Examiner Comments

In the first paragraph "affect a business point of view" - "influence...
another one" is one factor identified with limited development.
There is a second factor - "may think about the effects"
and therefore the level 2 criteria are met. There is no balance;
accordingly 5 marks cannot be awarded. Therefore, it merits 3 or 4.
As the example is unlikely to be the case, 3 marks are awarded.
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Question 9
Candidates found this everyday term, "social problem" quite challenging to write about.
Most gave a relevant example, but few highlighted the negative/cost aspect.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has not shown any understanding of either "social"
or "problem" and the example is not relevant. Therefore, 0 marks.

Examiner Comments

This is an imperfect definition with a valid example "binge
drinking" and therefore the candidate scores 2 marks.
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Question 10
There were two issues with the candidates' performance on this question. One issue was
context i.e. furniture/retail outlets and the second was that many candidates omitted to
read "other than" within "other than as a result of the damage caused by the riots".   

Examiner Comments

The first reason is valid (changing market conditions - supply) (1 mark). The
explanation has at least 3 linked strands, but there is no context, so the candidate
can only score 2 marks for the explanation (2 marks).  Therefore, the candidate
scores 3 marks for the first reason.
The second reason is valid (changing market conditions - demand) (1 mark).
The explanation has just one consequence - "might not make enough revenue"
(1 mark). The remainder of the explanation is a repeat of the reason identified.
Therefore, the candidate scores 2 marks for the second reason and 5 marks overall.
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Examiner Comments

Both reasons are correct as these are two aspects
of a poor marketing mix. Although the explanation
for both is very similar, there are two consequences
in both explanations that are valid. There is no
context and therefore the candidate scores 6 marks.
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Question 11
This question proved accessible to all candidates and, although there were some very
judgemental responses, there were many excellent responses that made full use of the
stem/evidence. It would have been good to have seen more responses using economic
theory in conjunction with the evidence.

Examiner Comments

In the first paragraph there are two reasons identified with development
of both and therefore this pushes the response into level 2. The second
paragraph provides balance and a judgement "however it would be a waste
of government spending" and paragraph 3 gives a further valid balance.
The last paragraph is relevant too and worthy of level 3. What is missing is
a clear judgement/conclusion and therefore the candidate scores 8 marks.
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Examiner Comments

One relevant point is identified "opportunity cost" and developed
with relevant links to the point "reason for", "money on education"
and "money on health". As there is only one point identified, the
response is placed in level 1 and is awarded 4 marks.
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Paper Summary
Given the points in the introduction, all candidates performed creditably. All questions had
some excellent responses that showed real perceptiveness and this is a great credit to the
candidates and their teachers.
It is hoped that, in the future, there will be a much better use of the context provided, as
this is clearly a skill that needs to be worked on and developed, not only at this level but,
very much so at AS/A2 level and beyond.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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